This tool provides a web interface to delete data in the epiPATH database. To delete data you must have permission to delete. If you have not this permission, please, contact with your system administrator. Due to database security reasons, you can delete a single value of the database per deletion.

INSTRUCTIONS:
You should select the name of the database table and the ID (identification value in the table) of the record you want to delete. How to fill in the IDs.

DELETE:
Select a table to delete (Choose one)

ID1: [ ]
ID2: [ ]
ID3: [ ]
ID4: [ ]

Delete Clear

INSTRUCTIONS:
You should select the name of the database table and the ID (identification value in the table) of the record you want to delete. How to fill in the IDs.

DELETE:
diseases

ID1: disease_name [ ] PRIJEBAS
ID2: [ ]
ID3: [ ]
ID4: [ ]

Delete Clear